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December 2020 
Please send all newsletter inputs, classified ads, email change requests, event calendar updates and website 

updates to Tom Jedlicka at thomas.jedlicka@gmail.com 
 

REMINDER TO ALL MEMBERS 
Lockheed Martin's Workplace Security policy, CPS-565 is strictly enforced.  One provision of the policy is a 

workplace free of weapons, which includes Firearms, Ammunition, Bows and Arrows.  The club must emphasize 

this policy to our members.  Additionally, a state issued CCW permit does not supersede nor over ride this LMA 

policy.  Members wanting to store firearms or archery equipment during the day ONLY, must contact Gene 

Adamson (303-667-2871) or John Larue (720-937-5954) for access instructions. 
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President’s Monthly Message 
Merry Christmas, Happy New Year, and Happy Holidays!  The year started gangbusters but, despite the 

COVID-19 pandemic, it has just flown by!  While we have only had a taste of winter, more cold weather and 

snow are soon going to be here!  Be sure to keep an eye on the road conditions and please be careful when 

driving to the range.  We’ve had a few folks get stuck on the big inclines on either side of the hogback.  It’s a 

long walk to get help if you are in a spot where there is no cell coverage! 

 

We would traditionally have our next general membership meeting on December 14th at the clubhouse but, 

again, because of the pandemic we will not be able to have the meeting.  I think I will miss the potluck dinner 

the most!  We always have had a great variety of food to try and it’s always delicious!  The main focus of the 

meeting would be taking nominations for the upcoming 2021 elections.  All but two of the director positions 

are open for election.  The open director position is a three-year commitment, the president is a two-year 

commitment (one year as the sitting president, one year as the past-president), and the other positions are only 

for one-year.  If you have ever thought “somebody ought to do something” about this or that, here is your 

chance!  It’s YOUR club and we need YOUR help!  No experience required, just an open mind and new 

ideas!  If you have any questions about running for the BOD, please let me know.  Your dues and workbond 

for 2021 will be covered! 

 

With the shutdown between Christmas and New Year’s, we’re going to have a great opportunity to get some 

quality shooting time in, but only if we have RSO support.  Can you imagine the disappointment when Santa 

brings little Johnny a new .22 rifle and he can’t come out and shoot it because the range isn’t open?  Please 

review your personal calendar and see if you can take a shift or two over the break. 

 

As many of you know, beginning in 2021 we will transition from the 9/80 work schedule to a 4/10 schedule.  

With this, every Friday will become an off-Friday.  We fully expect that the range will be open for each of 

these three-day weekends!  We’ll need even more RSO support for these!  Stay tuned for more details. 

 

As I have been saying for months, we still need a lot more membership participation to run the club and the 

ranges with this new method of operation.  We’ve identified even more new jobs that need doing.  Keep an eye 

on the emails for some of these announcements!  We’ve got jobs that range from records keeping to running to 

Wal-Mart to landscaping!  Don’t wait until February to get your workbond done! Russ Santistevan 

(russell.santistevan@LMCO.com) is our Workbond Chair and has a list of tasks that need to be done. 

 

Jim Cathcart – 2020 President 
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Monthly Meeting Minutes 
 

December 7, 2020 

Conducted via teleconference due to COVID-19 pandemic 

 

1. Call the meeting to order: 5:22 PM 

 Roll call of board members present: President Jim Cathcart, Director 2021 George Riedmuller, 

Recording Secretary Ken Garrido, Corresponding Secretary Tom Jedlicka, Treasurer Colby 

Mulloy, Past President Zach Schoder, Director 2020 Al Shinogle, Director 2022 Mike McKaig 

 Proxy of absent members: None. 

 Guests: Bob Andereck. 

2. Minutes of the last meeting-approve by vote: Mike moves, George second, motion carries. 

 Formality since minutes published in last newsletter. 

3. Treasurer’s report-approve by vote: Zach moves, Jim second, motion carries.  

 Review of Treasurer’s report. 

4. Old Business: 

 Updates to By-Laws: Bylaws were approved by membership vote. One typo was updated as part 

of the review process. Outstanding issue: Verbiage of “Honorary Life Member” vs. “Honored 

Life Member”. The “Honored” phrase is the historical usage, that was somehow mutated. Will be 

updated as part of this review. Mike moves that these updates be accepted without an additional 

vote, Colby second, motion carries.  

 Annual Banquet planning: Now less than three months away, current conditions would prevent 

closed indoor dining but unknown how this will change in the future, but Arrowhead is not 

currently accepting reservations. Discussion of how to present/deliver awards in private, covid-

compliant ceremonies. 

 Parkerizing Equipment: Equipment has been purchased but not yet fully delivered. Further notice 

will be sent when equipment and process has been checked out. 

 Skeet Machine Status: Delivered and configured. Performing well. Old equipment has been 

tentatively sold. 

 COVID Testing At Rec Center: Testing continues but boats and firearms lockers are still 

accessible. Remember to call plant protection before opening and after closing the gun lockers.  

5. New Business: 

 4x10 Schedule for 2021: Starting Jan 3, the official work schedule will be 4 days, 10 hours a day.  

 Appleseed Accommodations: To support Appleseed events, proposal to emplace mounting points 

for posts for the target line, procure equipment (backers, targets, clips, pins, etc.) and dedicated 

storage in one of the sheds. Limited funding was allocated from the President’s fund.  

 2021 BOD Nominations so far: 

a. President: Zach Schoder  

b. Vice-President: Will Berry 

c. Director 2023: Al Shinogle 

d. Treasurer: Colby Mulloy  

e. Recording Secretary: Ken Garrido 

f. Corresponding Secretary: Tom Jedlicka 

6. Motion to Adjourn: 6:50 Ken moves George second, motion carries.   

 

RS2020/Ken Garrido 
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Club News 

2020 SHFC Big Game Contest 
For 2020 the SHFC Big Game Committee will again be using the Boone & Crockett scoring system & 

appropriate turkey rules. Entries will be accepted for pronghorn, moose, bear, bighorn sheep, mountain goat, 

turkey, lion, whitetail deer, mule deer, & elk in both typical and non-typical categories. Participants must be 

current SHFC members in good standing, spouses and direct dependents living with the SHFC member are 

also eligible. 

 

Contest entries from SHFC youth & adult females are particularly encouraged, even for harvesting female big-

game animals. Big game animals must be legally taken in the State of Colorado in accordance with all 

Colorado Division of Wildlife regulations and without the services of a hired guide or outfitter. Scoring sheets 

& instructions are available from the B & C website, the link is http://www.boone-

crockett.org/bgRecords/bc_scoring_pdfs.asp?area=bgRecords or contact Mike McKaig at 303-514-6873 or 

Dennis Casey at 303-933-4340 and we will provide a scoring sheet.  

 

Special Recognition Awards may be awarded for ‘Once In A Lifetime’ type entries as well.  

 

Please submit the appropriate completed B & C scoring form and Fair Chase affidavit to: Dennis Casey at 

dennismontaguecasey@msn.com or Mike McKaig at mjmckaig@gmail.com. No entries will be accepted after 

01-31-21. In the event of closely-scoring entries the Big Game Committee may measure the antlers or request 

it be performed by an official B & C Club Measurer. Note: there are two official B & C Scoring Measurers in 

the Club - Mitchel Arnold & Ron Rockwell. Also numerous others in the Denver Metro area, and there is no 

charge for this service.   The final results will be presented at the annual SHFC Awards Banquet. 

 

 

2020 By-Laws Approval Vote 
The 2020 By-Laws have been approved and the results of the vote have been reviewed by the board. The 

results were 98% in favor and 2% not in favor of the changes. If you have any questions or comments, please 

email the board at shfc_board@lists.skylinehfc.org 

 

 

2021 SHFC Board Member Nominations 
This year is slowly coming to an end. We will be taking board member nominations for the next month. If you 

would like to nominate someone for any of the following positions, please email the board at 

shfc_board@lists.skylinehfc.org.  

 

Positions: 

President 

Vice President 

Recording Secretary 

Corresponding Secretary 

Treasurer 

Director 2022 
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2020 LM Property Hunting Season 
Eric took a great looking elk on the property at the end of October. 

 
 

If you would like to display your tag results or tell a hunting story of yours, whether it was on the property or 

anywhere else, send a picture and a description to Thomas.Jedlicka@gmail.com. 

 

2020 Hunting in Other Units 
Cory was successful in Unit 37 during the second rifle season this year. 

 

http://www.skylinehfc.org/
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SHFC Purchasing for Redding Reloading Equipment 
SHFC has a direct dealer account with Redding and we get a great discount which will continue for 2021.  I 

will process any orders for anyone interested and 2020 prices are effective until Feb 1, 2021.  As we approach 

the end of the year I would like to complete all of this year’s orders very soon.  If you’re needs are not urgent 

I’d like to postpone orders until Jan, as this will help work towards our great discount for 2022.  Redding is 

currently 8 weeks behind in shipping.  Contact Vito for details at (720) 291-4719 and/or 

jrdeangelis78@gmail.com 

 

Shotshell Reloading Information and New Tool 
If you reload shotgun ammo I acquired more helpful technical information from Ballistic Products, Inc.  

(www.ballisticproducts.com). Back in Jan 2020 I acquired 2 bulletins, “Why Do Hulls Fail?” and the other 

“Hull Reconditioning.”  I recently added 5 more brochures.  They are, “Hot & Cold Temps”, “Loading 

Shortened Hulls”, “Crimp Solutions”, 12 Ga 2 ¾” Subsonic Loads” and “Why Test Results Vary”.  If any of 

these interest you, let me know.  Contact Vito for details at (720) 291-4719 and/or jrdeangelis78@gmail.com 

 

Practical Pistol Lite Events 
By Bill Lhotta 

Practical Pistol is finished for the season and will restart after the time change next March. 
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SHFC Organized Firearm Classes  
By Gene Adamson  

Home Firearms Safety: We’ll hold the next HFS class on Sunday, December 27th, 2020. Please call Gene at 

303-667-2871 and leave a message to reserve spots for this class as the class size will be limited to comply 

with COVID protocols. When leaving a message please leave your name and number. 

 

NRA Basic Pistol: Class will be held in the pistol house on January 3rd, 2021 at 10am. RSVPs required (Gene: 

303-667-2871). Masking and gloving protocols will be in place and class size will be limited. 

 

Fishing News  
By Matt Boldra 

No Input This Month 

 

Shotgun News  
By Tom Moore 

The new Skeet machines are installed, calibrated and have been tested. Check the calendar for dates we are 

shooting Skeet and 5-stand. We will have additional days during the Christmas holidays. Skeet is every 

Sunday at 10:00 and 5-stand of the Off-Fridays at 10:00. Thanks to all who helped with the work it took to get 

the machines ready for use. 

 

Range Safety Tip of the Month (Recommendations Needed) 
No recommendations this month. 

 

Members Input  
If you have club related pictures, stories, member news, comments, suggestions or questions, please send them 

to me, Tom Jedlicka.  If it’s a question or suggestion, we’ll put the answer or board response on here also.   

 

Why is there a Primer Supply Shortage? 
Article Recommendation by Bill Lhotta; Written by Bryan at Powder Valley on 10/21/20; 

Article Location: Powder Valley - https://www.powdervalleyinc.com/why-is-there-a-primer-supply-shortage/ 

 

If you’ve tried to purchase ammo or reloading supplies lately, you’ve probably noticed a lot of products are out 

of stock. Of all the components needed to reload ammo, it seems primers are the toughest to find, prompting 

many reloaders to refer to the current crisis as “The Great Primer Shortage of 2020.” The primer supply 

shortage doesn’t just affect reloaders, though. It’s also limiting the production of many popular types of 

ammunition. This can be frustrating for shooters and hunters looking to keep their edge on the range, and can 

be concerning for preppers, survivalists, and others who are concerned about their safety. 

 

We are in the midst of the greatest primer shortage of all time, and we don’t see things getting better anytime 

soon.  Read on as the experts from Powder Valley delve deeper into the primer shortage of 2020. 

 

A Massive Increase in Demand 

Like any other product in a market economy, primers are subject to the whims of supply and demand. As far as 

demand is concerned, a perfect storm of factors has caused a run on the ammo market like we’ve never quite 

seen before. A mix of the Covid-19 pandemic, civil unrest, and the possibility of an anti-2nd amendment 

President and Senate has caused demand to skyrocket. The pandemic specifically has incentivized shooters to 

learn how to reload their own ammo. 

http://www.skylinehfc.org/
mailto:aprilndwayne@aol.com
mailto:matthew.boldra@lmco.com
mailto:lynntommoore@gmail.com
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We have an extremely large number of new reloaders who have entered the market. The NSSF estimates that 

first time gun owners has increased to 6.2 million people over the past few months. Unfortunately, many of 

those reloaders entered the market anticipating that it would be easier to make their own ammo since readily 

available ammunition was so difficult to find.  With shortages of bullets, powder, brass and primers, that has 

simply not been the case 

 

Since so many people have lost a chunk, or all of their income, it makes sense that reloading, which saves on 

the cost of ammo at the expense of time, would become more popular than ever. Even if you’re financially 

stable, reloading and shooting are great socially distant activities you can do while the movie theaters, bowling 

alleys, and bars are shut down. With little answers on the virus, it’s hard to see when these closures and 

limitations will end. This is why we believe this could end up being the greatest primer shortage of all time. 

 

Hoarding 

When there is a primer shortage the first thing people normally point to is consumer hoarding.  We believe this 

is having an impact on availability, but probably not to the extreme that many think.  There are definitely some 

profiteers who buy primers and then sell them on auction sites or other multi list sites.  This is why many 

online retailers have now chosen to limit the purchase quantities to an extreme low level in an effort to reduce 

this. 

 

Disruptions in the Supply Chain 

Demand, however, is just one part of the story. Disruptions in the supply chain have also made a big impact on 

the availability of primers. When it comes to ammunition supplies, bullets are easy to manufacture, brass can 

be re-used, and powder is generally stockpiled by companies (though perhaps not the kind you’re looking for). 

This leaves primers, which are relatively difficult to make, as the component that causes the bulk of ammo 

shortages. 

 

In the U.S., only four companies (Winchester, Remington, Federal, and CCI) manufacture primers for civilian 

use, law enforcement, and the military. Even under perfect circumstances, there’s only so much they can 

produce at once, and needless to say, circumstances have not been perfect during the pandemic. People getting 

sick, missing work to take care of their kids, and self-quarantining – from factory workers to delivery drivers, 

and all throughout the supply chain – caused a lull in manufacturing this spring. 

 

The Remington bankruptcy has had a large impact on the shortage of ammo and primers.  With Remington in a 

state of financial insolvency for the past two years, suppliers were demanding payment upon delivery for 

products.  Remington simply did not have the financial capabilities to have an abundance of raw materials on 

hand and had to shutter some of their production capacity.  Barnes bullets and primers were hit particularly 

hard in the reloading market.  With the recent purchase of Remington by Vista, there is a good chance that 

Vista will be diverting CCI and Federal primers that would typically go to reloaders to Remington ammunition 

production.  Remington primer production capacity has never been great.  The hope would be that Vista will 

place more emphasis on getting the Remington primer production capacity increased substantially and quickly.  

The best news coming out of this is for Barnes fans.  With Sierra’s purchase of Barnes we anticipate the 

availability of Barnes bullets to increase substantially in a very short period of time. 

 

In 2008 we saw a huge influx of Russian primers.  We are not seeing that this time as the Murom Apparatus 

Producing plant is only producing at partial capacity due to the COVID-19 restrictions. On top of that, there 

have been changes in upper management at Murom which have caused further disruptions. But, we are very 

hopeful that these changes will have a positive effect on production and distribution in the long run. 

 

With import restrictions out of Russia, we do not anticipate seeing the help we had from them in 2008-2012.  

We had also seen S&B, Unis Ginex and other foreign brands of primers enter the market during the shortages 

to relieve some of the pressure, but aren’t seeing that influx of primers this time around.  The lack of foreign 

http://www.skylinehfc.org/
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primers on the market is a major reason we believe this shortage is going to last for quite some time.  We may 

see some help from foreign primers, but we don’t anticipate the large volumes we’ve seen previously. 

 

What Should You Do? 
As an individual, as of right now, there’s little you can do in the face of the reloading equipment supplies 

shortage. Keep checking your trusted online distributor Powder Valley for new arrivals of primers from all 

four manufacturers. 

 

We have created some very stringent limitations on the purchase of primers in an effort to help as many people 

as possible work through this extremely tough time.  Normally, we would say “stock up.” But that time has 

passed, and I would encourage everyone to learn from this.  Stock up in times of plentiful supply so that you 

are not affected as greatly during these times of extreme shortage. 

 

In the meantime I would encourage everyone to pray for our country and our leaders as we navigate this 

perilous situation. 

 

 

Club’s Monthly Events/Activities 

Archery 
No events this month 

 

3Gun Matches (Black Friday 4 Gun Fun Event Was Successful) 
For Black Friday, SHFC held a 4 Gun Fun shoot which used all four ranges. The shoot was very successful 

and lunch was provided to the ~25 participants that showed up. We are discussing holding a similar event 

during the Holiday Shutdown. Please look for an email from the club if such an event is put in place. 

 

 

Colorado Parks and Wildlife News 

CPW Hunting News 
No News this Month on the CPW website 
 

CPW Fishing News 
No News this Month on the CPW website 

 

 

Recommended Social Media Platforms for 2A and 

Hunting/Environmentalist News 
This month the Hunt Backcountry Podcast discusses 150 days of hunting that Steve Evans experienced this 

year: https://soundcloud.com/huntbackcountry/261-lessons-from-150-days-across-the-west 

 

On another podcast, the Hunt Backcountry/Exo Mountain Gear team discusses gear care and storage, bows vs 

rifles, and meat care in the field: 

https://soundcloud.com/huntbackcountry/mm-83-gear-care-storage-bow-vs-rifle-divide-meat-care-in-the-field 

 

 

http://www.skylinehfc.org/
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Monthly 2A News in CO and Around the Country 
This section of our newsletter is used to provide awareness to proposed or passed hunting/fishing/firearm 

related legislation in Colorado and other areas in the country to get a sense of the movements and bills that 

could end up at Colorado’s doorstep, and thus impacting our club, its range, and our community. 

 

Colorado 
No news this month 

 

Other States/Localities 
California, et al. v. BATFE, et al.: Gun Control Groups and California have sued the ATF for not defining 80% 

receivers as a firearm receivers. A summary of the lawsuit that was filed on November 24, 2020 and the recent 

press releases and court motions can be found on the Firearms Policy Coalition website: 

https://www.firearmspolicy.org/fort 

  

 

Federal 
ATF: 

To reiterate from previous newsletters, the ATF has not ruled or communicated that braced ARs/AKs are 

AOWs/NFA items. The letter from ATF to Q was only sent to one manufacturer for one single product in 

question (Q was the only manufacturer to publicly disclose that they received a letter from the ATF – as many 

others could have also received the letter and are deciding not to disclose that they received one). Yes, it’s 

possible that the ATF could expand that to similar products, but they have made no move to do so...and they 

won’t for at least 60 days due to a suspension period they put in place last month (expires this month). More 

information should be available after the start of the New Year as to how these products are to be classified or 

if everything remains as it always has. 

 

The GunCollective tries to break down the ATF/pistol brace topic is this commentary video. It discusses how 

the GC sees these multiple ATF letters as contradicting, they go over the confusion caused by the previous 

approval letters as well as the advertising issues SB Tactical has been accused of: 

https://www.instagram.com/tv/CICLgixHbof/?igshid=1na38ihk0p9dd 

 

Update as of 12/17/2020: 

The ATF has released a new letter about how they are planning to assess pistol braced firearms and how they 

may fall into the NFA’s purview. The original story broke a few days ago when some businesses got a hold of 

the draft letter before its release on 12/17/2020: 

https://www.thetruthaboutguns.com/no-pistol-braces-are-not-banned-but-atf-is-attempting-further-restrictions/ 

                

The letter released on 12/17/2020, which is open for comments on the federal public registrar site (for 14 

days), details the probable upcoming changes and can be found here: 

https://public-inspection.federalregister.gov/2020-27857.pdf Directions to submitting comments can be found 

on page 1 and 14 of this document. 

  

According to the Firearms Policy Coalition, their assessment provides that: 

1) The document does not appear to reflect a new “ban” on pistol braces or firearms with such 

devices. The ATF, evidently, is not indicating that the mere presence of a brace on a pistol 

automatically converts the firearm into one under the purview of the National Firearms Act (“NFA”). 

(Indeed, the ATF has no authority to declare accessories like pistol braces to be NFA components, 

though the agency’s previous conduct provides little reassurance.) 

http://www.skylinehfc.org/
https://www.firearmspolicy.org/fort
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https://public-inspection.federalregister.gov/2020-27857.pdf
https://www.firearmspolicy.org/r?u=vp7H-gjlzN6JFDN4yHThpdT3ZqzcrsXFYS7zZmo4h70&e=979a52bc504b74898a4646065b08f263&utm_source=firearmspolicycoalition&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=1217_atf_fwd&n=2
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2) The document instead purports to be intended to inform the public on how brace-equipped firearms 

will be examined in the future. Based on the criteria set forth in the draft document, it appears that the 

ATF would take something of a ‘totality of the circumstances’ approach in determining whether a 

specific brace-equipped pistol is a ‘short-barreled’ firearm regulated under the NFA. These criteria 

include: the firearm’s type, caliber, weight, and length, the design of the brace itself, whether the 

firearm can be properly aimed when using the attachment as a brace, and whether an optic that cannot 

properly be used one-handed is present (i.e., something that suggests intent). The agency also 

indicates that it will observe the marketing of firearms and accessories, as well as other more 

subjective factors. 

3) Importantly, the document recognizes that most people with braced firearms have acted in good 

faith. It suggests that the agency seeks to establish a procedure by which people who already 

have firearms that may fall under the purview of the NFA, and who wish to take advantage of 

registering them as NFA firearms to obtain the legal protections of such, may potentially do so 

without payment of the associate tax. 

 

Classifieds 
 

Ads will ONLY be run for three months unless you resubmit the ad - no exceptions.  Please let me know when 

you no longer need the ads so I can delete it.  Ads must be received by the 1st Monday of the current month to 

be included in the upcoming newsletter.  Send ads to Tom Jedlicka with “SHFC ads” in the subject line so I 

can search for this email otherwise I’ll likely miss it.  If I don’t respond to your email, it likely means I 

somehow didn’t see it.  Please ping me again.  Thank you.   

 

Using a consistent format makes the classifieds easier to read and post.  Pictures are welcome.  Any ads not in 

the format in the example ad below will be returned for correction.  I’m spending too much time trying 

to reformatting incorrectly formatted ads.  Please use the format of the example ad below by copying it 

and just changing the content of each section.  DO NOT shade or highlight your text.  Ads will be 

published as is and will not be edited.  Ads are listed in order received.  Green highlights indicate new items 

have been added for this month. Blue indicates this is the second month this item has been listed and ads 

highlighted in yellow means it will be deleted next newsletter if not renewed. 

Template for Creating an Ad  
Item Model/Specifications (condition).     $Asking Price 

Everything you would like to know about the item if it were you who was interested and does not fit on the 1 

line title including model, specifications and photo.  Proof your own ad for typos. 

Contact Name at (xxx) xxx-xxxx and/or Name@address.com 

Send to Tom Jedlicka 

 

Items for Sale 
Club is looking for flat screen TVs                                              

An idea was brought up to use the Pistol House as a temporary classroom for about 10 students and a couple of 

instructors.  The thought is that we put a couple of ~40” monitors on the back wall, either side of the door and 

students sit on the range side of the shooting benches with physical distance between them.  We could also use 

the monitors for events and such. If you have a monitor that you were planning on getting rid of, please contact 

Jim Cathcart 

 

Bushmaster XM-15 lower with Colt 7.62 X 39 flat top upper   $2100 
 

http://www.skylinehfc.org/
https://www.firearmspolicy.org/r?u=ATm72NHVTKhvm7Y9NDF6jNs7zHEhp2sLHX5vEzoQ6Fnr1oQimakZOSK9x2QAigDu5mJ7q4cEWP_Hv1hkA1b-mg&e=979a52bc504b74898a4646065b08f263&utm_source=firearmspolicycoalition&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=1217_atf_fwd&n=3
mailto:thomas.jedlicka@gmail.com
mailto:Name@address.com
mailto:thomas.jedlicka@gmail.com
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Package includes: Bushmaster (original Bushmaster) complete lower rec with trapper spring kit (with extra 

pwr hammer spring - necessary to ignite the Berdan primers) and custom target grip, complete Colt upper rec 

with Colt carry handle and Tasco 4-16 pwr duplex scope and see thru rings, bipod mount, quick adjust military 

sling, 9 C-Products 30 rnd mags (8 new in package), 2 C-products 10 rnd mags (1 new in package), 1 Colt 5 

rnd mag (for legal hunting). Barrel is 16" , 1/12 twist with bird cage flash hider. It is sighted in at 130 yards 

and shoots approximately minute of angle accuracy (5 shots in a half dollar size circle at 130 yards) with 

factory China Jing and some Russian hollow point ammo.  This gun has the accuracy, good trigger, and 

ergonomics of the AR with the hard hit of the 7.62 X 39 round. Price with 4800+ rounds of ammo = $2100. 

 

Comes with original Colt box for the upper receiver. I don't need the gun without the ammo and I don't need 

the ammo without the gun, so, its a package deal. Cash only - no swaps, chickens, blue bucks, or trade beads 

Contact Mike Browning (mike.browning@instarengineering.com) 

 

 
 
 
LYMAN 429421 Bullet Mold For Sale  (Exc).                                             Reduced $60 

It’s the legendary Elmer Keith 44 Special, 44 Magnum 245g SWC double cavity bullet mold.  I purchased it 

new a few years ago and it has the square grease groove.  It makes great bullets, but unfortunately for the cast 

bullet alloy I use it casts a little too small for most of my 44 guns.  I also have a RCBS 250 SWC mold so I 

don’t need both.  I’ve only cast a few hundred with it and it’s in excellent condition.  Lee handles will fit it if 

you don’t have Lyman handles.  Midway sells it for $86, but is out-of-stock. 

Contact vito at (720) 291-4719 and/or jrdeangelis78@gmail.com. 

 

http://www.skylinehfc.org/
mailto:mike.browning@instarengineering.com
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Various Reloading Supplies       $ See Below 

FOR SALE-CASH ONLY-metallic cartridge and shotshell reloading supplies, product numbers are 
midwayusa.com (with manufacturer number listed also in red), (mostly Lee brand, all new, unless otherwise 
specified).  In original plastic storage boxes with the manufacturer’s literature. OUT= out of stock at Midway, 
when I checked prices the week of May 10.  
CONTACT__vito © 720-291-4719_____jrdeangelis78@gmail.com_________  
DIE SETS 
$23 .38 SPL Carbide 3-die Set  (used to decap and size about 150 rounds of 38 SPL, loaded 25 rounds)  

(Lee 90510).  These dies will also load .357 Mag. 
$30 .243 WIN Deluxe 3-die Set consisting of FL sizer, neck sizer collet die and dead length seater die; #: 
263086 & 784504  (Lee 90873 & 90956) 
BOOKS 
$14 Hornady Reloading Handbook, 7th edition 2007.  10th is the latest edition. 
$8          NRA Basic Pistol book, white, hardcover, third edition published in 2015 (2019 Ed sells for $15).                 
7 left. 
$10 The World’s Great Small Arms by Craig Philip, copyright 1993 
ONCE-FIRED BRASS - $1.50/pound   
.243 Win  (R-P, WIN, Hornady and some others)  2.5# 
CASE PREP 
$7 Iosso 32-oz Case Cleaning Liquid #: 622895 
$2 RCBS Case Neck Brush, .22-.25 cal, #: 643384 
$4 RCBS Brush Handle 
$10 Hornady case lube pad with 50 ct. case holder in lid #: 181867  (Hornady 020043) 
SHOTGUN 
$6         Bob Allen single box shot shell carrier (on your own belt) 
$41 Lee 12 ga Shotgun Load-All II # 436640  (Lee 90011) 
$3 Lee Load-All II Shotshell Charge Bar Kit # 195951 (OUT)  (Lee LA1057) 
$5  MTM 12-gauge Shot Shell tray, capacity 50 #: 831693  (MTM ST-12-40) 
$7 Claybuster 12-gauge Wads, model CB 1114-12, 500 ct. #: 310261 (OUT) 
$28       10 lb bag of nickel shot size #7-1/2  
MISCELLANEOUS 
$1 Safety Glasses 
$20  Blackhawk Serpa right-handed black paddle holster for Springfield XD sub-compact, similar to #: 

196515 on Blackhawk website  
$5  Uncle Mike’s black Sidekick, soft right-handed IWB or pocket clip-on, open-top, size 36 
$15 NRA Slide Holster Item #SA 334 
$25 Black tooled Leather NRA ambidextrous holster purse with interior compartments (lightly used) 
$15 Steel  5-spinner target, self-resetting 2.5” spinners, design similar to #: 990085 

http://www.skylinehfc.org/
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$35 Buffalo Arms shoulder pad, large right shield, SKU LRS 
 

 

Calendar 
Due to periodic updates, please go to the SHFC website for the latest updated full year calendar.   

 

Updates that have been made in the past month: 

Home Firearm Safety Class added for 12/27 

NRA Basic Pistol Class added for 1/3 

 

 

Quick Links 
Redflag Resource 
If you have been red flagged or suspect you may be in the process of being red flagged there is a Red Flag 

Resource Center that can help you. The URL is: https://redflagresourcecenter.com/ 

 

Board Member/Chair Contacts 
2020 Board of Directors (Link needs to be updated) 

Work Bond Chair: Russ Santistevan (russell.santistevan@LMCO.com) 

 

New Website Links 
Membership (New Members) 

RSO Calendar 

Events Calendar 

Newsletter Archive 

FFL Purchasing 

Reloading and Tooling Resources 

Archery Hunting Briefings for Hunting LM Property (Link needs to be updated) 

Contacts (Link needs to be updated) 

Documents (Link needs to be updated) 

Workbond Hours (Link needs to be updated) 

 

http://www.skylinehfc.org/
https://skylinehfc.org/event-calendar/
https://redflagresourcecenter.com/
https://www.skylinehfc.org/about/2020-board-of-directors
mailto:russell.santistevan@LMCO.com
https://skylinehfc.org/membership/
https://www.skylinehfc.org/rso-calendar
https://skylinehfc.org/event-calendar/
https://skylinehfc.org/newsletter-archive/
https://skylinehfc.org/purchasing/
https://skylinehfc.org/resources/
https://www.skylinehfc.org/events-calendar-and-newsletter/archery-hunting-requirement
https://www.skylinehfc.org/contacts
https://www.skylinehfc.org/documents
https://www.skylinehfc.org/rso-and-workbond-hours

